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Abstract—Holographic displays have been realised recently, however the degree of interaction has been limited. This project aims to conquer that hurdle. Holographic displays for personal smart phones can be implemented using the Pepper’s Ghost effect. This same hologram can be interacted with using a marker tracking software. In effect we can interact and manipulate objects that happen to be displayed in thin air.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Touch panel displays were the first ones to become interactive with the user. Displays are slowly becoming holographic though the interactivity problems remain. We propose an interactive system using a peppers ghost hologram. Interaction can be done using a webcam to track the movements of a selected marker.

II. COMPONENTS

A. Hardware
- Monitor
- Webcam
- Tracking Marker
- Display Pyramid

B. Software
- Unity 3D
- Holographic Videos/Games

III. A CLOSE LOOK AT INTERACTIVE DISPLAYS

A. Truly Interactive Hologram

Holography is a 3D display method that doesn't require any sort of scanning or processing as light waves emitted from the object reconstruct its shape in the presence of a medium. The pattern is recorded as an interference pattern on to photosensitive material for later viewing. The shape remains in mid-air with no other particular screen needed for it's display.

Interaction with a hologram is a fairly new concept as so far holograms have mainly served for visual purposes. However as we move towards more interactive modes of communication. Interactive holographic displays have been proposed all across the world.

A true hologram is a complex pattern of light waves in dispersion medium. To interact with such a hologram, motion sensors, multiple displays, rotating displays and large scale projectors may be needed.

B. Pepper's Ghost Effect

It is an optical illusion technique invented and named after John Henry Pepper who popularized it in 1862. The Pepper's Ghost optical illusion has been used to create so called 'holograms' for a long time. In 2012, the California based music festival Coachella used this technique to bring about the illusion of a late musician performing on stage.

A Pepper's Ghost Hologram can be created simply by creating a projection pyramid with plexiglass or acetate as per the display's measurements.

![Fig. 1 Taking measurements of a display monitor for the projection pyramid](image-url)

Each of the four faces of the pyramid is an equilateral triangle of side length half as that of the diagonal screen length. The triangle is cut horizontal by a line that is about three-tenth of the triangle side length to form a trapezium. The four trapeziums are finally joined to create the projection pyramid. This pyramid is kept with the largest bottom open side up on top of the screen to create out display.
It is important to note however that a Pepper's Ghost hologram is not a true hologram. It is merely an optical illusion viewed through the pyramid as light waves do not actually create the object displayed in thin air.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Using Unity to create a 3-D object

So far, the hologram can now be created up to the extent of simply viewing. The problem of interaction arises when we look into the fact that these holograms aren't real. The Pepper's Ghost effect is achieved by placing the pyramid amidst four images representing the four sides of the image. When viewed through the pyramid, the inclination of the pyramid along with the clear view makes it appear three dimensional.

Therefore, in order to be able to interact with this set of images, all four images must be manipulated in such a way that the object appears to be moving.

Unity3D is used, a game engine used for three-dimensional modelling. The holographic effect is achieved using an imported open source package which means the same script can be applied to one 3-D object instead of four separate 2-D images.

B. Interaction using a Marker and Webcam

The next problem arises with the interaction tool. This method uses a marker which is tracked using a webcam and a tracking software. The marker is first shown to the camera feed. The camera feed is frozen, the marker is isolated and its coordinate locations saved. When the camera feed is unfrozen, the marker is now continuously tracked.

Finally, the saved Unity holographic application is linked with the tracking software by linking its data file to the application. When the 3-D application is live, the image moves alongside with the marker's movement.

Depending on the lighting used and how sensitive the camera is, the smoothness in movements can vary. However, care must be taken that the Pepper's Ghost hologram is displayed in a dark area so the hologram is seen clearly.

C. Additional Information

The system remains limited due to the fact that there are no images to represent the top and bottom of the object. Therefore the object cannot be viewed from top or bottom. As a result of this, interaction will also be limited to back, front, left and right movements. Beyond the spectrum of the pyramid, the object may appear distorted or cut off at certain points.

However, a true holographic display is not cost effective in the current market. This method can serve as a headway to create more interactive displays which can have application in teaching aids, game development, theatrical arts and so on.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Holographic Displays will have a major scope in the coming years where more display methods are being implemented for the purpose of user-device interaction. Our paper serves to pave the way towards this goal by making it understandable and accessible to all at a low cost.
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